Listen to the recordings that have shaped the lives and professional practice of animal
communicators worldwide from legendary, founding pioneer in animal communication, Penelope
Smith. Break through the veils separating you from total connection and communication with
animals. See, hear, smell, touch, taste, feel, and experience the world through the perspectives
of other forms of life. Understand animals to depths unimagined. Learn how to help resolve
animal behavior and emotional issues, illness, and pain.
The Animal Communication Mastery Series can be listened to again and again to glean deep
knowledge and insight. Walk with other species on Earth in a new, exciting, joy-filled way.
Author of classic books, Animal Talk and When Animals Speak, and founding editor of Species
Link: The Journal of Interspecies Telepathic Communication, Penelope did her first animal
communication consultation in 1971 and has long held the spiritual center of the growing
number of people practicing animal communication worldwide.
Anima Mundi Incorporated ISBN 978-0-936552-18-7; 6 hours https://animaltalk.net
© P Penelope Smith 1985; 1994; 2006 earlier editions in audio cassette format as the Interspecies Telepathic
Connection Tape Series. All rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication by any means is prohibited.
Audio Series Produced by Penelope Smith. Art Direction and Production: Lauraine Bacon/The Rainbow Company.
Illustrations: Capucine. Graphic Design: Bob Ford/The Design Collaborative. Originally recorded and mixed at KABA
Audio Productions. Additional recording, editing and audio production: The Other Studio. Music by Barbara Borden
Beauty in the Beat https://barbaraborden.com/
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Animal Communication Mastery Series Description and Tracks
This series of six compact disc recordings on four major topics covers the theory and practice of
directly communicating mind-to-mind and heart-to-heart with other species. Break through the
layers of cultural conditioning that inhibit clear reception of communication from animals. Solve
problems and understand your animal companion's behavior. Deepen mutual understanding
and cooperation. Filled with timeless and many-layered wisdom, you can listen to these
recordings again and again for growth in understanding and skill. Your animal friends may want
to listen along with you. The wealth of knowledge and insight on these recordings has helped
many animal communicators begin their careers and improve their professional practice.

1. How to Communicate with Animals

Practice simple, basic steps in this do-it-yourself mini-course, extended from the information in
the classic book, Animal Talk. (1 hour)
Tracks
1. Introduction
2. Step 1 – Being Full Present
3. Step 2 – Sending Communication
4. The Power of Imagination Step 3 – Receiving an Answer
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5. Asking a Question
6. Trusting What You Get
7. More Practice
8. Review of Steps

2. Animal Intelligence and Awareness

How intelligent are animals? Is Homo sapiens the only species that is self-aware? Find out how
other animals' comprehension, reasoning, and awareness compare to human ability based on
actual telepathic communication and observable responses from animals. Guaranteed to jog
your preconceptions and stimulate your intelligence and awareness. (1 hour)
Tracks
1. Introduction and Anthropocentrism
2. Intelligence and Instinct
3. Reason
4. Awareness
5. Language
6. The Whole Picture
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3. Understanding Animals' Viewpoints

Get the "inside story" on how animals view humans and the world around them. Numerous
experiences reveal animals' purposes, sense of humor, deep feelings, and spiritual insights.
Release preconceived notions that block your communication and full connection with other
species. See life through animals' eyes. (2 hours)
Tracks – Part I
1. Introduction and General Patterns
2. Animals’ Perspectives
3. Strong-Willed, Intelligent Animals
4. Boredom in Training
5. Motivation and Long-Term Security
6. Balanced Relationships and Domestication
7. Stimulating Environments
Tracks – Part 2
1. Captive Animals and Non-Human Expression
2. Sympathetic Illness and Handling Trauma
3. Habits and Games
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4. Growth, Change, and Past Lives
5. Purposes
6. Facing Death
7. Reverence for All Life

4. Healing and Counseling with Animals

Learn straightforward methods to help animals through emotional trauma, fear, injury, illness,
and death (not a substitute for veterinary assistance but ways to promote healing). Bodywork
and counseling in-person and at a distance. Contacting animals who have died. Spirit transfer.
Entities. Insight into Penelope’s seasoned approach to counseling with animals. (2 hours)
Tracks – Part I
1. Introduction and a Simple Healing through Touch Method
2. More Healing through Touch Methods
3. Techniques to Handle Disorientation
4. Communication and Counseling
5. Meditation on Becoming an Animal
6. Respect Individuality
Tracks – Part 2
1. Counseling Techniques for Traumas
2. The Role of Training and Behavior Patterns
3. Long-Distance Counseling
4. Finding Lost Animals
5. Communicating with Animals Who Have Died
6. Entities and Spirit Transfer
7. Guidelines for Consultations

Testimonials
The Animal Communication Mastery Series helped me form the core of the beliefs that I had
been searching for. I knew animals had thoughts, feelings and emotions but I thought I stood
alone. Penelope Smith’s words recorded in this series have become ingrained in my being as I
am in touch with animals on a daily basis. They became a teaching guide and kept me in touch
with a true reality.
Anita Curtis, author of Animal Wisdom
Penelope Smith is one of the best known and most experienced animal communicators in the
world. Most other communicators have read her books and a great many have trained with her.
With the Animal Communication Mastery Series, Penelope Smith offers the gift of her insight
and experience in training communicators, as well as supporting animal guardians in developing
deeper respect for and understanding of their animals. This audio series is a tremendous boon
to both beginning and experienced communicators. The exercises enable listeners to
communicate with their animals in very real and accurate ways and the amount and quality of
information about animal awareness and understanding is exceptional. I often return to these
recordings myself for suggestions and ideas about delving deeper into our connection with all
life.
Barbara Janelle M.A., author of Embodiment of Spirit: Learning through Therapeutic Touch and
Interspecies Communication”
Penelope Smith’s audio recordings were the key to unlocking a door which opened to a world I
had long ago hidden away. At a time in my life when I wasn’t sure what I was going to do or
where I was headed, I sat down to listen to the Animal Communication Mastery Series and
found myself unable to put it aside. Penelope shares her years of insights and wisdom into the
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many facets of interspecies communication. Hearing her stories and examples reminded me of
a part of myself that I had shut off many years before, when I somehow felt that what I was
experiencing wasn’t “normal.” Penelope helped me to see that not only was it acceptable to
experience these things but that world was still alive and well within me and just bursting to be
set free. Listening to her words helped me to give myself permission to open the door once
again. Then my world expanded beyond measure with the peace, love, and joy from the animal
and nature kingdom. Experiencing the Animal Communication Mastery Series changed my life
forever and led me on the path to becoming a professional animal communicator and to share
this natural ability with others.
Dawn Hayman, author of If Only They Could Talk and featured in the film, Animal Attraction
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